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About This Game

Midnight at the Celestial Palace: Chapter I is the first episode in an all new fantasy
adventure series by Orrery Games and BlipHaus Design.

Join Greg, a 37 year old manchild and professional underachiever, as he is whisked away to a magical dreamland hidden beyond
the stars. Befriended by the dutiful otter Sir Squiggles, the two embark on a harrowing journey through the whimsical realm of

Dreamania in a quest to reach the wondrous Celestial Palace. But from the shadows, a great peril looms...

FEATURES:

  Interactive songs. It's a Point and Click Musical!

  A fun, humor-rich story sure to delight players of all ages (though your kids probably won’t get all the jokes.)

  Entertaining puzzles!

  Gorgeous storybook-like art and animations in a cozy retro style.

  Full voice acting.
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  3-5 hours of gameplay.

  An original, totally epic music score.
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Title: Midnight at the Celestial Palace: Chapter I
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Orrery Games, Blip Haus Design
Publisher:
Orrery Games
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, or 10

Processor: Duo Core @ 1.8Ghz Equivalent or Greater

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Non-Dedicated (shared) video card with at least 512MB Shared VRAM & openGL 2.0 support

Sound Card: openAL compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Visual Studio 2012 - 32 bit Runtime Required

English,German
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Heavy!

Fun little game,
I'd recommend buying it!

Love the originality = A+++

I'm waiting for the soundtrack to be released!!. Not even a competetor to sing star. HUGE singstar fan thats owned everysingle
singstar game out there. This is easy ( i was top of leader board for like six months, in multiple songs)

Too easy
Lack of songs
why would any single person in the history of the earth want to sing more than half of these songs. Im pretty sure anyone serious
about singing is not sitting at home singing like a g6!

So yeah if you wanna quick pick up and play and dont have a console for singstar by all means this works.
However if you have a console, get the singstar app and download 18$ worth of songs way better time.. A great game, I hope it
gets a sequel.. Love this game. Started playing it on Kongregate but due to some issues with the browser version I transferred to
playing on Steam.
If you love CCG then this is well wroth a try. Free-to-play is still competitive enough that you will want to continue playing
rather than giving up because others have paid to get better stuff.
The artwork is fantastic, the event system is compelling enough to keep drawing you back and the month-long faction specific
bonuses are a wonderful addition to what would still be a great game even were these factors missing.
If CCGs are your thing, what have you got to lose? The game is free.. Its good. Fix this jumping. Works good for a bit and then
the buses just jump right off the map. Fix, fix, fix.. First review I've written for anything on steam in the 4years I've been on. I
totally love this DLC. I'm not totally familiar with the bells and whistles, literally, but it sounds pretty authentic. Personally, my
ONLY con about this, is that the passenger views aren't situated by the window seats. At least one side would have been okay,
though I would have prefer it on both. But this is totally worth the retail, and even better steal as a twin-pack. Highly
recommended!. \u5b9e\u5728\u592a\u5931\u671b\u4e86\uff0c\u8fdevnr\u673a\u7ffb\u90fd\u7ffb\u8bd1\u4e0d\u51fa\u6765
\uff0c\u5927\u5bb6\u8fd8\u662f\u7b49\u4e2d\u6587\u51fa\u6765\u518d\u4e70\u5427\uff0c\u611f\u89c9\u8fd9\u4e2a\u6e3
8\u620f\u6ca1\u6709\u4e2d\u6587\u5e26\u6709\u6df1\u6df1\u7684\u6076\u610f
the game is a good game\uff0cbut it dont have other language\uff0cI really can\u2018t understand these words.so i just choose
to refund\uff0cIt's too disappointed for me. This one was... weird. But fluffy, so fluffy. Also long enough to be worth the price,
and easy to get 100% achievements, if that's your thing.. Half-finished abandonware. The second half of the (frighteningly
short) game is a year overdue, and the dev has moved on.

Has a game engine and around two puzzles, one of which requires you to wait around doing nothing for ages. If I look into it too
much further I won't be able to get my refund.

The concept's okay, the execution is mediocre at best. Could use a lot more polish and a lot more development time.
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I really don't like this game. I wanted to. I love tower defense. I don't like this. This is the mad-clicky sort of tower defense, and
it doesn't even feel slightly strategic. The only positive I can offer is that the game is pretty difficult in the later stages..
Generally, I try out point-and-click games now and then, hoping to find an interesting experience. And sometimes I do. But the
biggest issue I have with these games is that many of them tend to just throw away logic when it comes to progression and
solving the puzzles. Some players seem to defend or ignore flaws like having to try combining 1 item with 20 other possible
ones with no actual connection or hints, or randomly having to give all of the items possible to some unrelated NPC in the hopes
that they do something.

But I am not one of those people. If a point-and-click game ends up requiring a lot of that, then I think it's just poor design.
Because honestly, I think it's actually easier for a developer to make puzzles that give simple hints and have things connect, since
the illogical puzzles that exist usually are extremely convoluted and long.

The Wardrobe aligns itself with the point-and-click games that lack logic, and in this case, story as well. The game is set up with a
horrible intro scene which seems like it was intentionally made to seem "bad" but wasn't actually funny at all. Then the rest of the
game is trying to get the main character's wardrobe to a new house, and another extremely bad "story" wrap-up during the final
scene before the credits roll.

During the majority of the game, there's really not much in terms of story or development, and the backstory is already bad enough.
Pretty much all of the time spent on environment and interaction seems to be the developers relying entirely upon generically bad
tropes of people (dumb marijuana smoker with a rastacap, dumb college jock who can't speak properly, etc.) and also dropping a 
ridiculous amount of references to TV shows, movies, and other video games.

But the problem is that the above is simply just that: dumb tropes and callback references. The references are so in your face
that it's not even like they did it intelligently. You'll come into rooms where they just have 3 or more characters from other
media sitting there, some of which you can put your mouse over and the game literally just says the actual character's name.
There's even a point where you come across a box of Eggo waffles on the ground, and if you inspect it, the main character
says a few statements out loud directly saying "Duffer brothers" and "Stranger Things" in the messages. Referencing is
only interesting if you don't go overboard and also try to keep it sly and surprise the audience. Just directly pointing
everything out isn't exciting or interesting.

Oh, and back to the puzzles... As I said earlier, this game falls into the illogical pile of point-and-click games. Maybe 20% of
the time you'll get an idea of what you're supposed to do, but the other 80% of the time, the items and\/or characters involved
are completely random or unrelated. Thus, you either perform brute force checks on everything across multiple locations, or
you simply open up a walkthrough. What's even worse is that there's a bunch of places where you know exactly what kind of
item you need - it's just that the puzzles to obtain that item are completely senseless.

To give an example early on, within the first 30 minutes: there's a point where you find an alligator who has a toothache.
You learn that something is stuck in the teeth and you can help get it out with something heavy and powerful. But you aren't
given any other details. When walking around the rooms of a house, you do find an electric screwdriver but it's missing a
screw. In the same room, there's a knob on a bed that you need to "unscrew" but can't do it yourself. So far, so good, right?
Up to this point, it's not really that bad. But here's where it becomes random. To get the knob off of the bed, you need to grab
a cup from the kitchen, fill it with sewer water from the actual sewer, obtain medical pills from the bathroom and add them
to the sewer water, give the drink to a pile of dust, and then challenge the pile of dust to unscrew the knob. What?! And even
then, you get the knob with the screw still stuck in it, so you have to find a blowtorch to destroy the wood.

There are "puzzles" worse than the above one, but that was an early example that made me resort to a guide because I'd
rather do that instead of test out everything without reason. I ended up resorting to the guide probably 50% of the time I
played.

I just think that games of this type should really add a hint and\/or mini-journal system if they're going to make it somewhat
convoluted. It would be nice to add some vague hint to a journal page when you hear relevant details from a character or you
find weird items. It doesn't mean you ever have to say "Oh, this item you just picked up works with this one here." But just
give descriptive clues. I don't really care if there were earlier point-and-click games that were convoluted and still acclaimed,
because that's not going to change my view on it at all.
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Anyway, so the important details of puzzle design, story (or at least setup), and humor were generally pretty weak for The
Wardrobe. The voice acting ended up being good, along with the graphics, but those aren't really going to cover the bigger
flaws.. Fun little motor to run. Only complaint would be the bell doesn't work (If these even have bells, i'm not sure). Quality
is great and they fit in will with all the other NJT content.. Tract some cubes. Not bad. needs more improvement like better
user interface, would be nicer if it has auto grab or climb on ledge or small obstacles . and the ideas are okay and graphics
are nice. i'll look forward for for improvement update.. With windows 8.1, all games seem to work except KQ7 ("This app
can't run on your PC error"). Great nostalgia value. KQ5 seemed like a much longer game when I was younger.
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